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Light Plane Weight And Balance

organic coatings." Yet, if you buy some epoxy, bond some metal togeth ... Before I receive too many angry letters from adhesive compounders, I must say that it is ... 
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Light Plane Weight And Balance By S. Wellman, EAA 4335



EXT TO structural integrity, proper weight and balance N is the most important feature of any airplane. Gross weight is the determining factor in take-off and climb performance. Stability and controllability are both determined by the fore and aft position of the airplane CG. The effect of moving the CG around is summarized below.



1. CG ahead of forward limit — Airplane unable to stall, only wheel landings are possible, easy to nose over if brakes are used. Airplane very stable and easy to fly but may require full back trim plus back pressure on stick in level flight. 2. CG near forward limit — Difficult to make full stall landings, requires skill to avoid nose overs under heavy braking, stable and pleasant to fly. 3. CG near rearward limit — Stall landings easy to make, will tolerate heavy braking. Elevator is more sensitive in flight, stalls break sharply, may require full control on spin recoveries. 4. CG aft of rearward limit — Plane difficult to steer on the ground, may tend to groundloop. Stall recovery becomes more severe as CG is moved aft until finally a point is reached where a slight additional change has a powerful effect and stall and spin recoveries become impossible. 5. Low CG (high wing) — Stable, reduced sensitivity to elevator and aileron controls, more tolerant of aft CG placement. 6. High CG (low wing) — Elevator and ailerons more sensitive, CG must be farther ahead for stability.



7. CG off centerline — Can be compensated for by aileron trim or wing warping.



The proper CG range for homebuilts should be called out on the plans. If you design your own there are two good ways to determine an acceptable range. One is to copy it from another ship having similar design, moment arms ?.nd tail areas. Be sure to copy the CG locations in percent of wing chord aft of the leading edge, NOT IN INCHES.



Another way is to compute the range. To do this is quite a chore. For the brave, NACA Reports No. 688 and CB LScOl are recommended plus Marion McKin ney's article ir. the April, 1960 issue of SPORT AVIATION. A useful text is "Airplane Performance, Stability and Control" by Cortland D. Perkins and Robert E. Hage, published by John Wiley and Sons, N. Y., N. Y., 1949. Once we know where we want the CG, we are ready to discuss how to find it. It is easy enough to weigh



the ship by setting it up in level flight attitude on three



scales. We allow for the weight of any blocking we use and end up with a list like Table I. TABLE I Scale



reading



(Ibs.)



359.5



Right wheel Left wheel Tail wheel



Tare 10.0 10.0 110.8



365.3 160.0



Net



349.5 355.3 49.2



To convert these weights into a CG position we need to introduce some terms unfamiliar to many people. These are: DATUM: A fixed line from which we can measure. Usually a vertical line through the firewall or the wing L.E. ARM: The distance of one part of the aircraft from the datum. Measured in inches. MOMENT: The product of the weight times the arm. You can call it either lbs. - inches or inch - lbs. The basic procedure in finding the CG of an airplane is to: 1. Find the moment of each component 2. Find the sum of all the moments 3. Divide this sum by the total weight The result will be the position of the CG in inches from the datum. Weights ahead of the datum have minus arms and hence minus moments. These are subtracted from the plus moments of weights aft of the datum to find the total moment for the ship. If the datum of our sample plane is at the firewall we can find its CG by making Table II. TABLE II Arm



Weight



Right wheel 349.5 Left wheel 355.3 Tail wheel 49.2 Total E. W. CG 754.0 + 21,632.8 Ibs. in. -



+



Moment



+ 20.2 + 20.2 + 150.3 + 28.7



+ 7059.9 + 7177.1 + 7394.8 + 21632.8



+28.69 in



754.0 Ibs.



From this we see that the E.W. CG is 28.7 in. aft of the firewall. The effect of changes may be figured by a new table. If we plan to alter our plane by replacing its wood propeller with a metal one and adding a starter we recheck its balance by making Table III. continued on next "page SPORT AVIATION
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A Few Words On Epoxy By Eric W. Tasker



E



POXYS ARE truly one of the modern hesive problem and epoxys can be plastic marvels and they have generally described as being poor in earned their number-one rank. Shear this capacity. Six lbs. per inch is comstrength may exceed 4,000 lbs. per mon for epoxy. In a good rubber cesq. in. One military specification calls ment you would expect four times for 3,700 P.S.I, shear on a fabricated this value, or 25 pounds per inch. honey-comb panel. A large chemical This suggests that only low-peel loadcompany published some values in an ing should be allowed in the design advertisement of, aluminum to alu- cf epoxy bonded assemblies. minum, 2,580 tensile shear, lbs. in. sq. An industrial example of a really steel to steel, tensile shear 3,060 lbs. ideal use of epoxy adhesive in a in. sq. And, glass to glass, tensile structural application comes to mind: A large well known, manufacturer of shear 4,900 lbs. achieved with their scaffolding, with a very appropriate epoxy modifier. The highest I've heard name, was in the habit of building is 6,500 lbs. in a block shear test. his scaffolding out of two inch od From figures like these it is posone-sixteenth wall 61T6 aluminum sible to make statements like, "The tubing and nice aluminum castings tenacity of Epoxy adhesion to almost at the joints, which closely fit the od any surface, is without equal among organic coatings." Yet, if you buy of the tube. They then heliarced the tubing to the joint. This worked fine some epoxy, bond some metal togethand they built them pretty tall. er, let it cure at room temp, then I don't know how it started, but I casually try to peel them apart — expresume some engineering-type, anpecting the most, you are in for a noyed at loss in temper and yield shocked disappointment! For they strengths of the aluminum tube at will easily pull apart! After you have the weld, decided to re-heat treat the thrown y o u r experiment t o the structure and requisitioned a 300 ft. ground and walked off in anger and heat treating facility. This could cost disgust, muttering, "Chemists and admoney, so the subject was brought vertising men are trying to kill us up for discussion with purse-stringsall." Stop and think. You have discovered this mighty material's sel- types. Someone who was bold or ignorant dom - mentioned w e a k n e s s , Peel or perhaps both, suggested gluing Strength. them together. Or possibly someone Peel strength is part of the ad-
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Continued from preceding page TABLE Ill Weight



E.W.



754.0



Remove wood prop — 11.0 Add metal prop + 22.0 Add starter



+ 15.0



New E.W. CG 780.0 + 21073.7 Ibs. in. +



780.0 Ibs.



Arm



28.7 — 30.1



— 30.1



— 15.2 + 27.0



Moment



+21632.8 + 331.1 — 662.2 — 228.0 + 21073.7



+ 27.02 in.



Thus the new E.W. CG is 27.0 in. aft of the firewall. Notice that the removal of a weight gives it a minus sign. The removal of a weight forward of the firewall gives it a plus (nose up) moment following the mathematical rule that "a minus times a minus gives a plus". If the new E.W. CG is out of limits the weight of fuel and people is unlikely to bring the loaded CG within lim20



MAY



1961



who knew the capabilities and limitations of epoxy said, "This would be an ideal application for epoxy adhesive bonding, since the joints can be only loaded in shear. No peel is possible. In sheer epoxies are magnificent. In addition, no pressure is required and room temperature cure will be adequate, so field repair will be practical. For prudent's sake, however, it would be worthwhile to post cure our assemblies during manufacture with a simple hot air oven or blower since the shear values will be increased from 50 to 100 percent. A relatively large area is available for bonding some 27 sq. in. and we can count on at least 3,000 psi or more since there is no requirement for flexibility. This means 90,000 psi minimum at each joint and that is enough to twist off the tube." So they glued them together and they worked fine, even when they are 300 ft. tall! Before I receive too many angry letters from adhesive compounders, I must say that it is possible to raise the peel strength of epoxys considerably, up to adequate levels of 20 psi by, 1. Priming — usually with a Phenolic. 2. Post-cured systems and 3. Adding a flexiblizer, usually at the expense of the shear values.— More about this next time. A



its. This is because weights far from the CG have a much greater effect on balance than weights close in. CAM 18 points out that even heavy weights located under the wing are unlikely to shift the CG very far. Contrast this with the extreme effect of weights located at the rear of the ship. On our example problem we found that while the weight on the tail wheel was only one-seventh as much as the weight on each main wheel the resulting moment was greater on the tail wheel than on either of the others. The changes made in the example problem added 26 lbs. to the E.W. of our plane and moved the CG forward 1.7 in. If we want to move the balance point back where it was we can add 10 lbs. of ballast above the tailwheel. This will increase the weight to 790.0 lbs. but the total moment will increase by 1503.0 lbs. in. to 22576.7 lbs. in. The resulting CG location is 28.6 inches aft of the firewall, almost what it was before. Such a result is typical of conventional light airplanes. A
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